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WHAT IS A STORYWALK®?
A StoryWalk® is a family-friendly, interactive experience that combines the viewing of
children’s picture book pages, one by one along a designated walkway, with suggested
literary and physical activities, to enhance literacy and encourage visitation to a
community space. There are currently over 30 StoryWalks® in Colorado and at least
300 nation-wide.

HTTPS://WWW.KELLOGGHUBBARD.ORG/STORYWALK
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WHY A STORYWALK® FOR LYONS?
The Library has a variety of revenue streams, including American Rescue Plan Act
funds, to be spent in 2022. One highly desirable initiative we envision is the curation of
a StoryWalk® in Lyons, to reach families with a literacy-inspired experience in a natural
setting.
Expected outcomes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Draws attention to Lyons’ community spaces as well as library services.
Enhances early literacy among our youngest community members.
Encourages family engagement.
Appreciation for the outdoors and physical activity.
Reaches diverse populations.
Park visitation will increase.
Library visibility will increase.
Potential for community/library programs and events around a StoryWalk®
theme (e.g. holiday celebrations, nature education, town and nonprofit
partner publicity.)

PHYSICAL LOGISTICS:
There are several established vendors that work with libraries to create StoryWalk®
installations in the form of “kits” or arrangements of sturdy, weatherproof structures that
frame book pages and accompanying activities. After the initial cost and installation of
one kit, the remaining cost amounts to two copies of each book, which will be fashioned
into a series of displays along the StoryWalk®, as well as any continued maintenance.
The library intends to change the StoryWalk® book and activities quarterly; this rotating
schedule will encourage visitors to return to the park.
The Library will acquire 18-20 aluminum or wooden pedestals from an established
StoryWalk® vendor. Standard post height is approximately 60” for in-ground installation;
Installed height is approximately 28" to 32" above ground. Posts also include an 18x24
inch panel. Pedestals should be spaced approximately equal distance apart within the
selected park.
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Each pedestal will have a spread of two book pages starting with the copyright and
cover page of the story and going to the end pages. Publishing standards for picture
books are 32 pages. In addition to the book pages, the library will curate early
literacy/gross motor-themed activities that families can enjoy along with the story.

DESIGN EXAMPLES
CAT'S COLORS STORYWALK®
Curious City StoryWalk®: The Big Dance
https://letsmovelibraries.org/storywalk-week-2021/

COPYRIGHT LEGALITY (PER STORYWALK PROJECT)
After purchasing books, they may be used in the stated format. Pages cannot be altered
in any way, enlarged, scanned or reproduced. Pages may be mounted on card stock
and laminated. Purchasing new books allows writers and illustrators to get full benefit.
The name StoryWalk® is a registered Trademark. Any libraries using a StoryWalk®
must include the Registered sign and the following statement in all promotion of the
project: “The StoryWalk® Project was created by Anne Ferguson of Montpelier, VT and
developed in collaboration with the Vermont Bicycle & Pedestrian Coalition and the
Kellogg Hubbard Library.”

ESTIMATED SET-UP COSTS

20 ANGLED WOOD POST (One time)

$ 4500

Cost for Books

$ 60

Installation

$ 3000
$ 7560
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LAVERN M. JOHNSON PARK STORYWALK MODEL
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FURTHER INFORMATION:
Storywalk® Project FAQs
Storywalk® Vendor Example (Barking Dog Exhibits)
Colorado Virtual Library - New Storywalk Resources

https://www.vaildaily.com/entertainment/vail-public-library-unveils-storywalk-to-help-families-connect-with-books/
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